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pounded of the abstractions of language and number; in other
words it consisted of elementary instruction in the three r's.
By a happy chance the infant schools escaped the blighting
influence of "payment by results," not,' however, without an
attempt by Robert Lowe to include the infants in his scheme.
Thus for some decades infant-school teachers enjoyed a degree
of freedom that was denied to teachers of older children. The
way was open for a happier influence from outside, and that
influence came in the 1870's from the kindergarten movement,
which had for twenty years, thanks to the efforts of a band of
devoted Froebelians, been gathering strength in private schools
for the children of the well-to-do. It is a well-known fact that
for many years the infant schools were the most progressive
and enlightened part of the English elementary-school system,
and this fact is mostly due to Froebelian influences in the latter
part of the nineteenth century. More recently, the Montessori
movement has affected the infant schools, by emphasizing
individual work, and by pointing out new ways of dealing with
large classes, so that the individual child is not lost in the
crowd.
Junior As a matter of terminology, it is convenient to speak
schools of primary education as covering the nursery school
(2-5), the infant school (5-7) and the junior school
(7-11 or thereabouts). In the first chapter some general remarks
were made about the child's physical and mental development
at the junior period but it is a period which has been little
investigated by child psychologists, as compared with the
periods of infancy and adolescence. This omission will no
doubt be repaired, now that the junior school, as here defined,
bids fair to become a well-marked stage of school organization
both in Britain and in America. Of the great importance of the
junior school no shadow of doubt can remain in the mind of
anyone who has carefully considered its function, which is that
of laying those foundations of knowledge and skill in a general

